
THE CHARACTERS PLOT CONFLICTS MAIN CHARACTERS HUMORS

SETTING THEME AND READERS REACTIONS IN SOMEONE

The novel Someone Like You written by Sarah Dessen includes characters, Conflicts, Main Characters' Humors,
Setting, Theme and Readers' Reactions in.

Later a boy hunting for the first time with his own rifle saves the cat from a lynx with one remarkable shot.
We do not anguish over the fate of Rumpelstiltskin, when he stamped his feet and split in two and that was the
end of him. If it does not, it will fail. Kit Vs. Use sense details to mire readers in the reality of the scene.
Character development is the change that a character undergoes from the beginning of a story to the end. She
was sitting on her eggs, but she'd had just about enough of it because they took so long to hatch and she rarely
had visitors. Hyperbole is a figure of speech that exaggerates or uses an extravagant statement. For instance,
the revelation that the murder of Sam leads to Kate Barlow killing the sheriff because she must react to her
personal loss is followed by Zero striking Mr. Didactic tone: refer to plot. His actions portray him as sneaky,
ill-tempered, and pleased at others' discomfort. All from reading a story. Rhythm in Greek means flow. Use
humor or lust or exasperation or anger or joy to change the type of tension for her and for the reader. If the
reader is left to draw their own conclusions about the final plot then the ending is open. Character Change
Dynamic characters are rounded characters that change. Know the power of word choice in eliciting emotions.
Inevitably is the property of it had to be. Although Peter didn't feel very well the evening that he returned. You
know how this plays out in your own life. A frightening and uncompromising environment compared to her
carefree Barbados upbringing. In Charlottes' Web, White describes Templeton Your unsympathetic character
might be no one of consequence in another book. Peter's mother puts him to bed and gives him a dose of
chamomile tea. Do they demand or ask for something? The reader may have a physical responseâ€”laughter or
tears or shiversâ€”as if whatever happened to the character had actually happened to the reader. Murry smiled.
A Wrinkle in Time shows Meg in a powerful planet saving person-against-person conflict. An agitated
character can pass that agitation to the reader. All the reader can say at the conclusion of such a story is "So
what does that prove?


